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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is a continuation of an earlier paper [S]. Let R be a Dedekind 
domain with quotient field K, and let A be an R-order in a separable K- 
algebra A. Denote by cent(n) the center of A. An automorphism f of n is 
called a central automorphism iff(c) = c for any c E cent(A). We denote by 
Autcent(A) the group of all central automorphisms of /i and by In(n) the 
subgroup of Autcent(/i) consisting of all inner automorphisms. Define Out- 
cent(A) = Autcent(n)/In(n). 
Let Z, be the ring of p-adic integers. In [ 1,2, and 31, it was shown that, 
for some metacyclic groups G, Outcent(Z,G) = 1 for any prime p. Con- 
sidering these results, we have conjectured, in [ 11, that for every metacyclic 
groups G, Outcent(Z,G) = 1 for any prime p. 
Recently, we have shown that, for some metacyclic p-groups, this conjec- 
ture is affirmative [S]. 
The purpose of this paper is to show the following 
THEOREM. Let G he a metacyclic p-group, p odd. Then Out- 
cent(Z,G) = 1. 
Let p be a prime. Let n, m, and r be natural numbers and s be a non- 
negative integer satisfying the following conditions: 
n-rsm, 1 srsn, O~.s~p’- 1. (1.1) 
Denote by G(p, n, m, r, S) the metacyclic p-group generated by two 
generators 0 and z with relations CJP” = 1, Tarp1 = aP’+ ’ and cF”- = zJ’~. 
Note that, in [5], we used the notation G(p, H, m, r) instead of 
WP, n, m, r, 0). 
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It is well known that, if p is odd, any metacyclic p-group can be written 
as G(p, n, m, Y, s) for some IZ, m, r, and s satisfying the conditions (1.1). 
Hence we have only to show the following 
THEOREM A. Ifp is odd, then Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m, r, s)) = 1. 
Remark 1. As was stated in [S], it follows from the Theorem A that 
Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m, r, s)) = 1 for any prime q. 
Remark 2. In [5], we have shown that Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m, r)) = 1 if 
n_I2r. 
For other results, see [4]. 
2. STATEMENT OF KEY RESULTS 
Write G(p, ~1, m, r, s) = ( CJ, r 1 c-J~” = 1, DJ~ ’ = CJ~‘+ ‘, rp”’ = ~9’” -‘). Write 
s=s,p’, (s,,p)= 1. When s=O, we defines, =0 and t=r. 
Case 1. n-r g m and t 2 1. Since rpm = CS.‘~“~‘, we have 
()=sP”‘a \P”~‘_l=(zP”‘~‘a~‘P”~’ ‘)“-I 
- (7” 
m-l 
CJ -‘p 
n r-l _ 1) cDp(rP”‘~‘~-.~p”~‘~~‘). 
Here, for a natural number d, Qd(X) denotes the dth cyclotomic 
polynomial. 
Set Z,G(p, n, m, r, ~)/(@,,(t~~~‘a v~’ ‘)) = /i,,(n, m, r, s). When s = 0, we 
will consider another factor ring. We set r,(n, m, r, 0) = Z, G( p, n, m, r, O)/ 
(@p(zp”~‘~~p”~‘)). In [S], we used the notation n,(n, m, r) instead of 
,4,(n, m, r, 0). For x E Z,G(p,n,m,r,s), denote by X the image of x under 
the natural map Z,G(p, n, m, r, s) + A,(n, m, r, s). 
First, suppose that m 2 n - r + t. Since 0 = @,(tpm ‘6 ‘P”~ ‘-I) = 
@,,(Z Pmm’~-sP”m”) in /l,(n, m,  r, s), fPm-‘a PJp”-” is a primitive p’th root of 
unity in cent(/i,(n, m, r, s)). Hence, in /i,(n, m, r, s), 
O=ffPn-l =#P’-fPma .rPnmr 
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Let a be an integer such that 1 snip’ and (p, a) = 1. We write 
/i,(n, m, y, s)/(#‘~“-‘+‘P”~“- ffm-‘) = (Z,[(‘], (f), (‘“J’n-‘+sP”m’m’)~ Then it 
can be regarded as a crossed product with relations ip”-’ = [a~-‘+Sp”-“, 
@,n([)=O, q-‘=p’+‘. 
Next, suppose that n - r + t zrn. Since ?‘“-rCPs~2”-2’-m is a primitive 
P m--n+rth root of unity in cent(A,(n, m, r, s)), we have 
Let a be an integer such that 1 5aspm-n+r and (p, a)= 1. We write 
A,(& m, r, S)/((TuP2”~m~‘+JP2”~2’~m_ fp” ‘) = (Z, cc,, (f), i~p*“~nr~r+.,pZn~?r~m). 
Then, it can be regarded as a crossed product with relations Q,,(c) = 0, 
flf-l =[p’fl and ~p”~‘=~Up2n-m-r+Sp2”~2’~m~ 
For a prime p, Q, denotes the p-adic number field. For a ring S, U(S) 
denotes the unit group of S. 
When m 2 n - r + t, for an integer a such that (p, a) = 1 and 
1 iaSp’- 1, we consider the following pullback diagram: 
(p.k) = I 
A,(6 w r, s)l(d(a)) 
(p.k) = I 
where ,$(k) = +P’+.p”-~‘-‘- TP”-’ and $(k) = <kp”-‘+sp”-‘-‘- <up’-‘+sp”-’ ‘, 
When a = 1, we define n ~~k<l,(p,k)=,d(k)=l andn,,k<l,(p,k)=,~(k)=1. 
Hereafter, we define the product of the form nl $ kc 1(. )k as 1. 
On the other hand, when m Sn - r + I, for an integer a such 
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that(p,a)=l andlSaSp’+“+‘, we consider the following pullback 
diagram: 
(p,k) = 1 
where -Jlk) = 6kpl”-M+ ,p2n-h”I _ fp,-’ 
and $(k) = jkph-r+spbh _ 
i 
ap2n-m-r +sp’2n-2r-m 
. The notations 4(k), $(k), q(k), and q(k) in (2.1) 
and (2.2) will be used in the remainder of this paper. 
We will state the following results which are generalizations of [S, Lem- 
mas 2.3, 4.1 and 2.21. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that n - r g m and t 2 1: 
(1) Assume that m 2 n - r + t. Let a be an integer such that (p, a) = 1 
and 1 sasp’- 1. Then Outcent(/lp(n,m,r,s)/((~Pn-‘- l)(lJ, 5k$a,q,k)=l 
d(k)))) = 1. In particular, since (c?‘-’ - 1) n, 5k5p’,(p,k)=l d(k)=(@- - 1) 
n,,,‘,p’,(p,k’)=, (+-‘-(f@-‘,- Sp”-‘m’)k’) = 0, Outcent(A,(n, m, r, s)) = 1. 
(2) Assume that n-r + tzm. Let a be an integer such that 
(P, a) = 1 and 1 ~a~pmP”+‘. Then Outcent(A,(n, m, r, s)/((C”“- - 1) 
nl5kSa,(p,k)=l J(k))))= 1. In particular, since (c?~‘- l)n,~k~pm~“+,,(p,k,=, 
&k) = (rY’-‘- 1) n,~k.(pm~n+,,(p,k,)=, (6p2n~m~‘- (Zpn~‘a~“PZ”~Z’~m)k’)=O, 
Outcent(A,(n, m, r, s)) = 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that n - r $ m and t 2 1: 
(1) Assume that m 2 n - r + t. Let a be an integer such that 
(p, a) = 1 and 1 ~a~;~‘- 1. Then U(cent(A,(n, m, r, s)/((aP”-’ - 1) 
(nl Sk<o,(p,k)=l d(k))))) -b U(cent((Z,[~], (?), IuP”+“~-‘-‘)/((5~-‘- 1) 
(n, 5 k<u.@,k)= 1 $(k))))) is surjectiue. 
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(2) Assume that n-r f t zrn. Let a be an integer such that 
If-is!=’ 
and 1 ~a~pmPn+r. Then 
‘,‘,k -e o.(p.k) = I &W)) 
U(cent(A,(n, m, Y, s)/((c?- 1) 
2 U(cent((Z,[c], (z”), ~up2”~m~r+~~p2n 2’mm)/ 
(tip - - l)KI15k<a,(p.k)= I W))))) i.y wjectiue. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that n - r g m and t 2 1: 
(1) Assume that m 2 n - r + t and that a be an integer such that 
(p, a)= 1 and 1 sasp’- 1. Let UE U(Q, OzP (Z,[(], (f), [upn~‘+sP”~“)) 
n (Z, [[I, (z”), yP”-‘+.sP”-‘-’ ). Suppose that u satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
6) u -‘(z,[[], (f), yP”-‘+.sP” ‘-‘+ (Z,[[], (f), juP”-l+.sPn ’ ‘), 
(ii) u -‘i-‘u-i ‘mod((i”“-‘- l)(n,,k<.,,p,k,=, G)))), 
(iii) u~%-?mod((iP”~‘- l)(n15k<.,(p,k)=l Ii/(k)))). 
Then, there exists a non-negative integer c and an element 
u,. E: U((Z, [c], (?), [““~“‘P-‘-‘)) such that u = (z”““-‘- l)(‘u,.. 
(2) Assume that n - r + t zrn and that a be an integer such that 
(g$z ’ and 1 ~a~p”Pn+r- 1. Let u~U(Q,@z~(zp[il, CT>, 
i +.~P2n-2’-m))n (Z, [[I, (f), j~P2n~m~‘+.~P*“~2r~“), Suppose that u 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) 
u- ‘(Z, cc,, (?), jap2n-m-~+.sp- “Ou 
= (Z,[[,, (z”), iup2n~n’~‘+.p2”~Z’~m), 
(ii) u ‘ip’u=ip’mod((iPn’-‘- lNIl 5k<o,(p.k)=l G(k)))), 
(iii) u plfu=fmod((iPnm’- l)NIl 5k<o,(p,k)=l q(k)))). 
Then there exists a non-negative integer c and an element 
U,.E U((Z,[<], (F), ~Up2n~m~‘+SpZn~*r~~m)) such that u= (i”“-‘- 1)“~~. 
Further, we will need the following 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Outcent(f,(n, m, r, 0)) = 1. 
Case 2. n-r=m or t=O. In this case, if we write 
Z,G(p, n, m, r, s)/(@~~(cT)) = (Z,[[], (T), iSpn’“‘), then it can be regarded 
as a crossed product with relations Qpn([) = 0, sjr ’ = [“” ‘, 
and 7Prn = csPne r. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose that n - r = m (resp. t = 0). Let u E U(Q, Oz, 
(Z,(i), (t), i”p”m’)) n (Z, [[I, (t), i”“-‘). Suppose that u satisfies the 
following conditions: 
481,100 I-13 
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(i) up’ (2, c51, <z>, Isp”-‘b = (Z, CCL CT>, Isp”-‘), 
(ii) u -‘[ ~ ‘u E c ~’ mod([P”m’ - 1 )), and 
(iii) u -lw E z (mod([P”-’ - 1)). 
Then, there exists a non-negative integer c and an element 
U,.E U((Z,[[], (z), [“‘-‘)) such that u=(cp”-‘- l)(‘u,. (resp. u= 
(tp”-‘- l)“U,). 
First, we will show that Lemma 2.7 and Proposition 2.3 imply 
Theorem A. Next, we will show that Proposition 2.3 follows from Lem- 
mas 2.4, 2.5 and Proposition 2.6. Then, we will prove Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, 2.7 
and Proposition 2.6. 
3. LEMMA 2.7 AND PROPOSITION 2.3 IMPLY THEOREM A 
We will show Theorem A by induction on n+m. When n+m=2, 
Z,G(p, n, m, r, S) is commutative, the assertion is clearly valid. Suppose 
that n+mz3. 
Case 1. n - r $ m and t 2 1. Consider the pullback diagram 
Z,G(p, n, m, r, ~1 R2 Z,,G(p, n, m, r, s)/(rP”~‘aPsP”~‘~‘- 1) 
ill 
RI Z,WP, 4 m- 1, r, s/p) 
I 
1 1 h 
-4,(4 m, r, s) hl - F,G(P, n, m - 1, r, S/P), 
where F, = Z/pZ. 
It is easy to see that, the map 
U(cent(Z,G(p, n, m - 1, r, S/P))) --* VcWF,G(p, n, m - 1, r, S/P))) 
is surjective. Here Outcent( Zp G(p, n, m, r, s)) + ny°Ky Outcent 
(A,(n, m, r, s)) 0 Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m - 1, r, s/p)) is injective by Cl, 
Lemma 1.31. But Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m - 1, r, s/p)) = 1 by induction 
hypothesis, and Outcent(n,(n, m, r, s)) = 1 by Proposition 2.3, so 
Outcent(Z,,G(p, n, m, r, s)) = 1. 
Z,G(p, n, m,‘r, s)/(@~~(o)) - F,G(p, A , m, r, v) 
From this diagram, we can prove the same way as that 
of [5, Sect. 3, Case 21, hence we omit it. Note only that we use Lemma 2.7 
instead of [S, Lemma 2.41. 
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Case 2. n - r = m or t = 0. Consider the pullback diagram 
Z,G(p,n,wr,s) - Z,G(p, n, m, r, ~)/(a~“~’ - 1) 
4. LEMMAS 2.4, 2.5 AND PROPOSITION 2.6 IMPLY PROPOSITION 2.3 
(1) The method of proof is the same as that of [S, Lemma 2.31, so we 
state only an outline of it. We will show this by induction on n + m and a. 
By the diagram (2.1), we have the sequence 
Outcent A,(n, m, r, s) 
i :‘( 
(F ’ - 1) n d(k) 
IZkSu >> 
hk) = 1 
RyOR; b Outcent((Z,[[], (?), [UP’~‘+sp”~‘~‘)) 
@Outcent A,(n, m, r, s) 
( ‘( 
(CT - 1) n f$(k) . 
Isk<u )) 
(p.k) = 1 
By Lemma 2.4 and [ 1, Lemma 2.41, gy@gz is injective. Note that the 
following isomorphism holds: 
/Ip(n,m, r,s)/(fF- l)=A,(n- l,m, r,sp) iftfr-1, 
= r,(n - 1, m, r, 0) ift=r- 1. 
First, suppose that a = 1. Then Outcent(A,(n, m, r, s)/(#‘-’ - 1)) = 1 by 
induction hypothesis or by Lemma 2.6. Hence we have only to show 
that Im gy = 1. But, by using Lemma 2.5, we can show this by the same way 
as in the proof of [S, Lemma 2.31. 
For the case ~22, we can show the lemma by the same way as the 
case u= 1. 
(2) The proof can be shown the same way as in (1). 
Note that, when s=O, /l,(n, m, r, O)/(S-‘- l)rA,(n- 1, m, r, 0). 
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Hence we can prove Proposition 2.3 without Proposition 2.6 in this case. 
For later use. we will state this fact as 
LEMMA 4.1. When s = 0, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 imply Proposition 2.3. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4 
When 2rzn, we can prove the lemma by the same way 
as [S, Lemma 4.11, so we have only to consider the case where 2r g n: 
(1) There exist natural maps 
h,: (Z, [,(I, (f), juP”-‘+.w-‘) 
+ (Z, [(I, (z”), p” ‘+vJ” r I I/ (v- 1) (,_!!. i(k))), 
(p.kl= I 
and 
g3: A,@, m, r, s) + A,(4 w  r, .~)/(#(a)). 
For an arbitrary element x = Cj!?,‘)J’” ’ ’ C”1 ’ a,,r?f’, a,,, E Z,, 
in A&n, m, r, s), we define coef(x) = Cj!I=,‘)p 
d- I0 ~ ’ c,Pl;’ a,j ( E Z,). 
Similarly, for an arbitrary element y = Cf”i’- ’ ~$II~‘)J’“~’ ’ !I,~[~?, 
b,JEZp, in (Z,[[], (f), ~ap”~“sp” -‘-‘), we define coef(y) = 
~+‘“=;‘-‘~lp=$‘p’-‘-’ b,j( EZ~). 
Denote by Z, [ [, ;-Pn mr ] (resp. Zp [ip”-‘, ?-‘I) a subring of 
(Z, [[I, (?), jap”~‘+vp”~‘-‘) generated by [ and tp”-’ (resp. [P”-’ and z”J’“-‘). 
For y E (Z, [[I, (?), [““-” Fp”-“), we write y = CS~-; 1 y,? (resp. y = 
C~l~~-‘C,“=-~~’ Y,,~[‘?‘), wherey,EZp[{, ?-.r] (resp.y:,EZp[[P”-‘, z”p”m’]). 
Similarly, we denote by Z,[C?, ?p”“m’] (resp. Z, [$ , ?‘-‘1 ) a subring 
of A,(n, m, r, s) generated by 5 and fpp”-’ (rcsp. CPnmr and ?‘“-‘). For x E 
A,(n, m, r, s), we write x = Cfl-,‘- ’ xi? (resp. x = C+ipl c,“l-i- I x,#), 
where xi E Zp [a, ?‘-‘I (resp. xij~ Z, [c?‘“~‘, ?‘-‘I). 
For a non-negative integer n, we write n = n*p’(“), where (n*, p) = 1. 
For h = Cfl-,‘-‘h,f’ = Cj’:-;-’ cJp:-;-l h,[‘i’ E (Z,[[], (f), 
i up- +p”-‘-‘), where hi E Z, [[, fpn-‘] and hiJ E Z, [[@-‘, ?““-‘I, we define 
HiJ=(l/pn-2’-e(‘)) c h,,,ik if Ose(j)sn-2r-1, 
k =J(modp’+r’J)) 
OskJp”-‘- 1 
= h,J if n-2rse(j)$n-r- 1. (5.1) 
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Then, we can express hi = C;kmiP” H,,. Next, we define 
Hz,= (,/p”-2’-c(1)) c hi,klk if Ose(i)sn-2r- 1, 
k zj(modpr+C”‘) 
05kSp”-‘- I 
= hiJJ if n-2rge(i)sn--r- 1. (5.2) 
Then we can express h, = c,“lmiP ’ Hz,. Further we can write 
hi= c Hi,, + c HZj. 
eWS4i) d/)>e(r) 
OjjSpnm'- I os,sp”-‘- 1 
Set P=((i~~‘-l)(nl~k<u(pk)=l $(k))) and p=(IP”-‘-1). Since ~ ,. 
p”-‘L, 
%-’ -h= c (?h,?T’ -hi)?’ 
,=O 
= ““i-’ ( “‘5-’ (iffiJi-’ -H,,))i’, 
1=0 /=O 
?hTT’ -h=O(modP) (5.3) 
if and only if the following conditions hold: 
fpnp2rpc(l)Hi,fp’ -pnp2rp~(l)H,,~0 (mod p) if Ose(j)sn-2r- 1, 
(5.4) 
iH, i ~ ’ - Hili = 0 (mod P) ifn-2rse(j)gn-r- 1, (5.5) 
for any i, j, 0 5 i, j 5~“~ r - 1. We will give equivalent conditions of (5.4) 
and (5.5). 
SUBLEMMA 5.6. (1) For 05 e(j) sn - 2r - 1, the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(i) condition (5.4), 
(p,p)(~) _p”P2”“‘Hil~ can _ be expressed_ as p”-2r~~~‘Hij= 
k /(modp’tL’u)),OS k <p”-‘- 1 h,,,ik .for some h,,, E Z, [[“-‘, ip ] such 
that /?i,k = h”, (mod p) for any k, 0 5 k $p” ~ r - 1, k =j (mod pr + ‘ci)), 
(iii) p”- 2’-eCi)Hj,,~0 mod (P/(cp’+“)- 1))). 
(2) For n - 2r 5 e(j) 5 n - r - 1, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) condition (5.5), 
(ii) h,,,-0 (mod (P/(cP’triil- 1))). 
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Proof. (1) Suppose that (i) holds. We will fix Hij. For simplicity, we 
write e(j) = e. Let Ip’ be the minimal element of the set 
{k~O~~~~“~‘-l,k=j(modprf’)}. Then, we can writep”-2’-E(i)HiJ= 
Cf”~~m’-’ h- I&” + kpr+e jlp’+kp’+e. Set dk= [(lp’+kp’+‘)(p’+ 1)/p”-‘] where 
[ ] is the Gaussian symbol. Then we can write (Ip’ + I@+‘)@‘+ 1) = 
dkpn-‘+&‘+bkp’+‘, for someb,, O~bk~pn~2’~e-1. It is easy to see 
that 
(0, 1,,..,pnP2’Pe- l} = {b,, b ,,..., b,..zw,} (5.7) 
as sets. And the permutation 
i 
0 1 . . . k . . . p-2r-Ll 
b,, b, ... b, ... bpnmzrerp, (5.8) 
is cyclic. Since 
fp*- 2’- ‘Hij?-’ -p”- 2’--Cffi>, 
p”-lr-rc, 
= ,;, (hi,,p~~+kp’+~~jrlkpn~r-hi,,p~+h~p’+~~) j’pY+hkp’+‘, 
~ppn~2'~CH,~j~~1-pn~2r~VH,J=0 (mod P) if and only if 
hi,lpe + kpr+e C ‘M-’ E hi,,p, + b, ~‘+~(rnod P) for every k, 
O~k~p”~2’~e- 1. (5.9) 
Hence, we get hi,,,,< p”~‘(do+ fd~~2’~e~~)~hi,,p~~ (mod P), by (5.8). But, by 
the definition 
p”-2r-r-, 
c dk= 1 +p’(p”~“~‘- 1)/2$0 (modp). 
k=O 
Therefore we get 
hi,,pr = 0 (mod(P/p)). (5.10) 
Combining (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9), we can get (ii). 
Next, suppose that (ii) holds. Then, we have pn~2’~eHi,rpe = 
(p/p)fi,,,p,({LPe + {lPe+P'+p + . . . + [1Pe+(P"-*'-@p uP'+e) (mod P). Hence, 
P fl-2’-‘Hj,,p~~~i,p,(P/p)~‘P’((~P”-’- l)/([P’“- 1)) (mod P). From this 
equality, we get (iii). 
The proof of (iii) * (i) is easy, so we omit it. This completes the proof 
of (1). 
(2) The proof is easy. Note only that [jp’ - 1 E Zp [cpn-‘, ?-‘I in this 
case. 
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From now on, we say that HiJ satisfies the condition B,,, if one of the 
conditions of Sublemma 5.6 holds. 
Next, we will show 
SUBLEMMA 5.11. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) [-‘h&h=0 (modP), 
(2) P”- - 1))) if 0 5 e(i) 5 n - 2r - 1 and 
Hz = 0 
2rpe(i)H$e; 0 (mod(P/((P”“” 
(mod(P/(iP’ -1))) if n-2rse(i)sn-r-l for anyi,j, 
Osi, jsp”+- 1, 
(3) P”- a - ‘(“H,*, can he expressed as p” ~~~ 2r ~ ““Ht = 
(P/~)~k~.,(~~~~,+~~~)),O~k~~~-~-1 Ei,kjk for some h”i,kEZp[(Pnm’, ?““-‘I such 
that hi,k=hij(modp) fork, 05k~p”~‘-l, k-j(modp’+““) if 
Ose(i)sn--2r- 1 and h,=O(mod(P/(~P”““- 1))) if n-2rge(i)s 
n-r-lforanyi,j,O~i,j~p”~‘-1. 
Proof: Since <~lh&h=Cpl~~~l hr([(P’f’)‘pl-l)?i, (1) and (2) are 
obviously equivalent. Proof of (3) + (2) is the same as that of Sublem- 
ma 5.6, (1) (ii) G- (iii), therefore we have only to show (2) 3 (3). 
When n - 2r=<e(i)sn - r - 1, the conditions of (2) and (3) are the same. 
Suppose that 0 5 e(i) 5 n - 2r - 1. Then p”- 2r ~ e(‘)HI*J([P’tY(” - 1) E 0 
(mod P). For simplicity, we write e(i) = e. Let lp’ be the minimal element of 
the set {kIOiksp’-‘-l,k-j(modp’+‘)}. Then we can write 
P n-*r+eH,TI([P’+’ - l)= (JQ”ii-‘- I h,,,~r+kp,+Fil’P’+kp’t’)(jp”“- 1). Therefore 
;;yset hi,lpe-hhi.lp~+pr+Y- ... ;~r~ii’-2r-t~-lJpr+l, (m;;,,$ yf 
r,,pe +(,,n-2r-rp ,lpr+e = hi,,p,. Hence, 
h;,,p<+ (,,~z’-c~ ,Jp,+<, E 0 (mod(Ph)), and (p/P)h,,/,c = . z (p/P) 
hi,,pC+ Cp+2rmrp lIp,+C (mod p). 
We say that H: satisfies the condition B$,, if one of the conditions 
in (5.11) hold. Combining (5.3), (5.6), and (5.1 l), we get 
h;’ U cent(Z, [[I, (z”), jaJ’“-‘+sJ’~” 
i ( ‘I( 
K”“-‘-1) n WI 
lSk<a ))I 
(p.k) = 1 
i 
p”-‘- 1 p”-‘- 1 
= h= 1 hiTi= 1 
c Hi3, + C HZ t”’ 
i=O i=O ( d j) 5 e(i), e(j) > e(r), > 
OgjSp”ew’- 1 05jjpm’-l 
E (Z, [c], (?), [upn-‘+sp”-‘-‘) 1 H,, satisfies the condition Bi,j for 0 5 i, 
jspnPr- 1, Oxeye; Ht satisfies the condition BTj for 
Osi, jsp”-‘-1, e(i)<e(j)sn-r-1; and coef(h)fO (modp) 
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Next, we will consider go l{ U(cent(A,(n, m, r, s)/((cY~’ - 1) 
we define 
and 
F$ = ( l/p-2r-di)) if Ose(i)sn-2r- 1, 
05kJp”-‘- I 
= J;,/TJ ifn-2rse(i)sn-r- 1. 
Then we can express f, as 
/pL, p-, 
f, = 1 Fjj= c F,T,= c Fi,J + 1 F$. 
j=O j=O r(i) 5 r(i) d.i) > P(1) 
05jsp”- r - 1 Osjjp”-‘- 1 
Set Q=((aP”~‘-l)n,,,,.,,,,,,=,~(k)) and q=(cYP”~‘-f). By the same 
way as in (5.3) we can show that ffi-’ -f = 0 (mod Q) if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
~ppn-2r-e~)F,~j~~’ -p” 2rp’(J)Fld=0 (mod Q) if Ose(j)sn-2r- 1, 
(5.12) 
and 
?FjjZT’ - F,i-O (mod Q) ifn-2rse(j)sn-r- 1, (5.13) 
for any i,j, Ogi,jsP- 1. 
Corresponding to Sublemma 5.6, we have 
SUBLEMMA 5.14. (1) Suppose that 0 5 e(j) sn - 2r - 1. Consider the 
following three conditions: 
(i) pnp2rpeu)FiJ can be expressed as p” ~ 2r ~ ‘ci’Fi, = 
(Q/q)C s. k J(modp’+P~)),OIk~p”~‘--- I i,k - f cYk for some rj,k E 2, [c?‘~‘, ?‘““-‘1 such 
that~,k-~IJ (mod q) for any k, Osksp’P’- 1, k =j (modp’+‘~‘), 
(ii) The condition (5.12) 
(iii) pn-2rP’(i)Fij~0 (mod(Q/(?“““- 1))). 
Then, (i) implies (ii) and (iii). 
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(2) Suppose that n - 2r 5 e(j) $n - r - 1. Consider the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) tFiJT?’ - F,, = 0 (mod Q), 
(ii) F,j-O (mod(Q/(c?“‘e”- 1))). 
Then, (ii) implies (i). 
Proof. (1) (i) 3 (ii). We use the notation used in the proof of Sub- 
lemma 5.6 (1). By the assumption 
k =J(modprte) 
CT*) (mod Q). 
Since Q/q, x,,,< E cent(n,(n, w r, ~11, 
k=J(modp’+Y) > - (Q/q)&p~ ( c 6”) k=j(modprie) 
05kzZp”-‘- 1 OskSp”-‘- I 
= (Q/dJl,,c~ (
The last equality holds since ~k~j,modp,+Y~~O~k~pn~r~l (c?~(J”+‘)-cY~)=O 
(mod q), by (5.7). Therefore (ii) holds. 
(i)* (iii). We can prove by the same way as in the proof of Sub- 
lemma 5.6 (ii) * (iii). Note that (ii) (or (iii)) does not imply (i). 
(2) The proof is easy, so we omit it. 
We say that Fjj satisfies the conditions C,, if one of the conditions Sub- 
lemma 5.14 (l)(i) or (2)(ii) holds. Corresponding to Sublemma 5.11, we get 
SUBLEMMA 5.15. Consider the following conditions: 
(1) P”- 2rpp(i’F* can be expressed as follows: r,/ 
P n ~ 2r ~- e(i)F;i = (Q/q) 
for Some 
Osk$p”-‘- 1 
yL,k E Z, [c?‘, Yp” ‘1 such thatTL,, =yjIj (mod q) 
fork,O~k~p”~‘-l,k-j(modp’+““) 
ifOze(i)sn-2r- 1. 
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and 
fi,, = 0 (mod(Q/(#‘+“” - 1))) ifn-2rse(i)zn-v- 1. 
for any i, j, Osi, jsp”-‘- 1. 
(2) P”-- 2r e(‘)F$e~ 0 (mod(Q/(#““‘l’ -t)))ifOse(i)sn-2u-l,and 
F&-O (mod(Q/(oPr -1))) if n-2rse(i)sn-r-1, for any i,j, 
Osi, jsp’-‘-- 1. 
(3) O-‘fi -f= 0 (mod Q). 
Then ( 1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3). 
Proof (1) 3 (2). We can prove this by the same way as Sublemma 5.6. 
(2) * (3) is easy, hence we omit the proof. 
We say that F,T, satisfies the condition C:, if one of the conditions of 
Sublemma 5.15 ( 1) holds. Set 
F,, satisfies the condition C,>, for Osi, jsp’-‘- l,Ose(j)se(i), Fc 
satisfies the condition Ct for Osi, jsp’-‘- 1, e(i) < e(j)sn - Y- 1, and 
coef(f) $0 (mod p)} s AP( n, m, r,s). Then, by (5.12), (5.13), (5.14), and 
(5.15), we have 
Wsg;l 
i( ( 
u cent .,(,.m,r,,,I((~pn~‘-l)(l~<~~(k)))))}. 
(Pk) = 1 
We will show that 
(Z, [[I, (?), [Up”~‘+sp”-” (p+ - 1) 
(5.16) 
(P,k) = I 
Let h be an arbitrary element in 
~~‘{~(cent((Z,Crl, ,i,,~~~n-~+~pn~~~~)l((~pn-‘-l)~~<~”(k))))}. 
(P,k) = 1 
Write 
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/yL 1 
h= c c Hi,,+ 1 
i=O e(l)Se(i) e(i) > e(i) 
od,sp”-‘- I O$jSpnm’- 1 
Suppose that Ose(j)sn-2r- 1. Then, by (5.6) we can express 
P ” - 2r - eu)HiJ as 
p” ~ 2r ~ eb’H,J = (P/p ) Eij 
( 
c ik 
k =j(modp'+eb)) ) 
+ pw,,, 
OskJp’- ‘- I 
for some wiJ E Zp [[p’+eU), z”p”~‘][‘, where Z, [up’+“‘, P’-‘] is the subring of 
(Zp r~~,e~~,,~~“-’ fsP”m’m ‘) generated by <p’+c(i’ and ?-‘. Denote by 
Zp[6 ,TP ] a subring of A,(n, m, r, s) generated by c?+“’ and Zp”-‘. 
Since g,(Z, [#‘“-‘, yP”‘-‘1) = Z, Cl@-‘, fp”-‘1 and g,(Zp[#‘r’eb’, fpnm’]&) = 
Z, [[Pr+Y”, ?p”m’][i, there are elements x,, E Z, [c?‘~‘, ?‘I and 
UiJ E z, [#f+y fpnmr ]& such that g3(yjJ) = EjJ and g,(u,,,) = wiJ. Set 
P n-2r-CCi)F;J= (Q/q)& ( c 
k zi(modp’+c’J’) 
~7~) + QuiJ. 
OJkzZp’-‘p I 
Then, it is clear that g3(pn~2r~E(i)FiJ) =p”- 2r--PCI)HiJ. 
Suppose that n - 2r 5 e(i) sn - r - 1. Then we can express HiJ as 
Hij=hi& (p/(cpr+eD’- 1 ))/?ij<’ for some K,, E Z, [[P’-‘, ?‘-‘I. In this case, 
we set FiJ = (Q/( rYp’+“’ - 1 ))x,/‘, where x.j is an element of Z, [Cp”-‘, 2”“-‘] 
such that g3(Tij) = h”,,. Then it is clear that g,(F,,) = HI,. In the same way, 
we can construct Fi*, for each H$ so as to g3(pn~2r+P(‘)FI*J) =pnp2r+eci)H,T, 
if OSe(i)sn-2r- 1 (resp.g,(F,T,)=H,*. if n-2rze(i)sn-r- 1). Set 
Then, it is clear that f~ W and g3(f) = h. Hence, we have shown (5.16). 
Since the diagram 
A,(n, m, r, s) yo 
is commutative, we get Lemma 2.4 by (5.16). 
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6. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 2.5 AND 2.7. 
The proof of Lemma 2.7 is the same as that of Lemma 2.5. Hence we will 
give only a proof of Lemma 2.5: 
(1) If coef(u)lO (modp), thetruE U((Z,[[], (?), jaJ’~‘+sp”~‘~‘)). 
Hence we may assume that coef(u) = 0 (mod p). 
First, consider the conditions (i) and (ii). Since u-‘[-‘u[E 1 
(mod((l?‘-’ - 1) IJ, s k<a,(p,k)=l $(k))), we may write u ‘i ‘ui = 1 + 
w-‘- 1,I-l , sk<u,(p,k)=l+(k))~, for some u~(Z~[t], (f), Iap”-‘+spn’-‘-‘). 
Write u = Cj’lmiP ’ ui?, u = Cfl-iP ’ viz”‘, where ui, IJ, E Z, [[, P’““-‘1. Since 
i~‘~i-~=~~~‘i~‘~i-~=((iP”~‘-1)~I1~k~r,.(p,k)=1IC/(k))~u, we get 
Next, consider the conditions (i) and (iii). Since u-‘?u?~ ’ = 1 
(mod([P”” - 1) n 
w-‘- 1) n 
, ,k<u,Cp,kj=l$(k)), we may write u-‘Zu~~‘= 1 + 
Write 
1 sk<a.@,k)=I$(k))w for Some WE (zP[i&r<r>2 iup”-‘+““-‘-‘). 
u = xfl-; - 1 -yT; ~ 1 u ij pp, w =cpp’ Cyceo ~ ’ wiJitli, where 
ui,j,wi,j~Zp[~Pn~‘,~pn~‘]. Since z”uz”~‘-u=uu~‘~uz”~l-u=((~pfl”-l) 
111 ~k<u,(p,k)=lbWW uw, we get 
p”-‘. , p”-’ , 
,?” q,KJP’ - 1 W’ 
We will prove only the case where a = 1. When ~22, proof is the same as 
that of a = 1. Hereafter, we will assume that a = 1. From the equality (6.1), 
we get, by the same way as in the proof of [S, Lemma 2.23, 
coef(u,)=O (modp), Osis~“~‘- 1. (6.3) 
Further, we get 
ui-0 (mod([Pnm’- 1)) ifp+-lj i and rz2. (6.4) 
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As in (5.1), we define 
(,lijZ (,/p--q c 
Ui,kCk if O~e(j)~n-22r- 1, 
kej(modpr+“JJ) 
Odk5p’-‘- I 
= u,,,P ifn-2rse(j)sn-r- 1. (6.5) 
Case 1. r 2 2. When 2r 2 n, we can prove the lemma the same way as 
in the proof of [S, Lemma 2.21. So, we have only to consider the case 
where n > 2r. 
Note that ([@- l)$Z, [lp”-‘, ?’ ] whenp”P2’Rj. By (6.2) and Sub- 
lemma 5.6, we get 
p”-2’-c~)uij=() (mod((cP”-‘- l)/([P”“‘- 1))) if Ose(j)sn-2r-1, 
(6.6) 
and 
u,~=O (mod(([““-‘- l)/([““““- 1))) if n-2rse(j)sn-r- 1. 
(6.7) 
By (6.4), (6.6), and (6.7), we get coef(uij)=O (modp) if i&O (modp”P’P’) 
or jS 0 (mod p”-‘+ I). From this and the equality (6.2), we get, by the 
same way as in the proof of [S, Lemma 2.21, coef(ujj) ~0 (modp) for 
any i, j, Osi, jsp+- 1. Thus, we can write u = (?‘-’ - 1 )ii for some 
U”E (Z,[(Y], (5”), yv+.~P”-‘-’ ). This completes the proof in this case. 
Case 2. r = 1. First, consider the equality (6.1). Then, by Sub- 
lemma 5.11, we have 
u~,=u~~+~~~~)+I = ... -u,~+(,,-~+.. ,)p~~tcl+~ (mod(ip” I- 1)) 
forj, 05jSpeci)+’ - 1, if 0 5 e(i) In - 3. Therefore we have 
pd”+ I ~ 1 
ui E c ui,/ 
(pn-t’~2-1 [-‘I”‘> [’ (mod([p”-’ _ 1)) if e(i)sn-3. 
/=O k=O 
(6.8) 
Hence 
coef c qkjk 
> 
= 0 
k =j(modpnm2) 
Osksp” ’ 1 
foranyi,j,0~i,j~p”P1-1,e(i)~n-3. (6.9) 
Next, consider the equality (6.2). Then, by Sublemma 5.6, we get u~,~- 
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Ui,l/+pe(/l+l = ... --i,ll+(p”-~~e(il~Ilp’~)+~ (mod([P”m’- l))fore(j)sn-3,where 
I, is the minimal element of the set 
{kIO~k~p”-‘-l,k-j(modp’V’+‘)}. (6.10) 
Hence 
coef c Ui.ki k -O(modp) 
kc j(modpnm2) 1 
OqkJp”-‘- I 
foranyi,j,O~i,j~i;p”~‘-l,eO’)~n-3. 
Combining (6.8) and (6.10), u can be written as 
U’UI +v,+v,+(~p”-‘- 1)a. 
where 
p-l n-3p-I 
v2 = c c c Ukp”-2,1Pd 
k=O d=O /=I 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
P-lP 1 
v3 = c 1 lAkp” Z,lp” 2j~p”-2zkp”-2 
k=O I=0 
and FE (Z, [[I, (?), j”p”~‘fs~“-r~ ‘). By (6.9), (6.11), and (6.3), we have 
i 
P-1 
coef c u~,~+ kp”~2[Jfkp”~* = 0 (mod p) 
k=O > 
for Olispn ~’ - l,OSj5P- 1. (6.13) 
Write 0” = CfYi ’ iTi? = c;lmi ~ ’ C$‘“d ~ ’ iTiJcjfk, where fii E Z, [[, ?p”m’] 
and v”ij~Zp[[pnm’, P’-‘1. Set (p+ l)j- 1 =p’(‘)+‘~,, where (ri,p)= 1. Then 
x [i([(p+ I)'-1 - l)? 
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Further we have 
(6.15) 
Write ([-‘UC--u)/([~‘-‘- l)=u(~)=Cp?~-‘~,“~?~-’ uij([)[‘?, where 
uij([) E Z, [Cpn-‘, Y’-‘]. Then, by (6.12), (6.14), and (6.151, 
coef(C~~~“-2P’ u~~+~~~(,)+I(~)~~+~~~“‘+’ )=coef(riuiJ) (modp) for pnP2] i 
and O~jSp’(‘)+’ - 1. But, by (6.1), u(c) = (I::-,‘- I z+?‘)(C::a’- ’ vi?). 
Hence, by (6.13) we get coef(r,u,,) ~0 (modp). Thus, we get 
coef ( ulJ) E 0 (mod p) if pnP2ji. (6.16) 
Next, consider the equality (6.2): 
p-l np3ppI p”-2-d_ , 
fv,f-‘= ,;, d;. ,;, Ukp”-?,,pd 
( 
,F, p+?(p+ ‘))pd+l) PdSkpn-=. 
Case i. n - 2 -d is odd. Then we may write 
p”-2-dc, [p”-2-d/(p+ I )I + I 
c c 
u+v(P+I))Pd+‘= 
z( 
C ~~~~‘pll” (jp”-l 
. ”  = 0 OSjSp ,=I > 
l#Pm / 
i 
cP”-2-d/(P+l)l 
+ 
1 i’y’)pd+’ [(p-l)p”-’ 
r=l 1 
where Oc&3xp”-2-d-l for every i, j, OgjSp and 
1 sis Cp”-2-d/(p+ l)]+ 1 (when j=p-1, 1 sis Cp”P2Pd/(p+ l)]). 
Then {y,Q>)OSjLp and 15isCp”P2Pd/(p+1)]+1 (when j-p-l, 
1 sis [~“-‘-~/(p+ l)])} = (0, 1, 2 ,..., pnm2-d- l} as sets. Therefore 
p-1 np3ppI 
z”V,z”Y’ - v2 = c c c uk,,-2,1pd 
k=O d=O /=I 
{ ( 
cP”-2-d/(p+ l)] + 1 
xc c 
j??Pd+ ’ 
O~~~P ,=I > 
(p- ’ _ 1 ) 
ifp-I 
cPnmzmd/(P+ 1 )I 
+ 
c $Apd+ I 
,=I 
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( 
/pLdL, 
coef C Ukpn~2,1pd+~pdi,(i)j~pd+~pd+‘ikp”~2 
v = 0 1 
= coef fukpne2.1pd j 1 (‘p’*mdF+ “I+ ’ ;?F’#+l) 
X([” lb-‘+ +(y’+,) 
cpnm2 -9cp + 1 )I 
+ ( c [-“, <P-i>pd+ I ) tip”- ‘(P-l-l)+. r=l . . 
/ 
+ c U”kp”~~,,pd+,pd+,(i)~‘pd+~~pd+‘~kp”~2 
,.=O 
But, it is easy to see that 
i? kpn-Z,,pd+,,pd+ I(i)j’p”+“pd+‘ikp”m2 z 0 (modp). 
> 
Therefore, we get 
ukp” 
= coef { ukp” Z,(pd { ( b “-‘-“/(p+ l)]+ l)(l+ ‘.. +p)-(p-l)}) 
= coef(/ukp”m2,1pd) = 0 (modp). 
Last equality is followed from (6.2) and (6.13). Thus we get 
coef(ukp”-z,lp~) = 0 (modp), for 0 5 k 5p - 1, lSlSp-1, and 
OIdsn-3, when n-2-dis odd. (6.17) 
Case ii. n -2 -d is even. Proved in the same way as the proof of 
Case i. 
We can also show the same equality as (6.17) in (ii). (6.18) 
By (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) we have coef(ujj)-0 (modp) if 
(i,j)# (kp”-*, lpaP2). Hence, by the same way as in the proof of 
[S, Lemma 2.23, we get coef(u,,)-0 (modp) for i,j, Ozi,j15p’~’ - 1. 
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Therefore, for any i, j, uij is divisible by (?‘“-’ - 1). This completes the 
proof of Case 2. 
(2) Proof can be shown by the same way as in (1). 
7. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.6 
Proof of Proposition 2.6 is similar to that of Proposition 2.3, hence we 
state only an outline of the proof. As in the case where n,(n, m, r, s), for 
x E Z,G(p, n, m, r, 0), denote by X the image of x under the natural map 
Z,G(p, n, m, Y, 0) + r,(n, m, r, 0). We can decompose #‘“- 1 as follows: 
where (d,,p)= 1 for d, n-r+ 1 zdsrn-r. If we write 
r,,(n, m, r, O)/(ad/P”-‘) = (Z, [[I, (?), [“p”-‘), then it is a crossed product 
with relations D&i) = 0, tit’- ’ = [J”+ I, and Opd = [‘I~‘~‘. We will prove the 
following 
Claim. For any k and 1, n-rsksrn-r, Outcent 
(f,(n, m, r, O)/( (rY’-’ - 
1~ {kj), 
l)(nk+l~d~rn-r(~d,Ad(dj)))(nk,~/Ak(kj))))=l, 
where A,(d,) = ads”-’ - Pd. 
Obviously, Proposition 2.6 follows from this claim. We will show it by 
induction on the number of factors in (nk+,sd5,P,(nd,Ad(dj))) 
(J& ,A,(k,)). Consider the following pullback diagram for each k and 1, 
n-r$ksm-r, IE jk,}: 
r,(n, 2, r, OY(Ad4) 
II 
(Z c51 (7) i’p”-‘) P ’ ’ 
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where B,(d,) = [@‘-‘- [‘p”m’tdmk. When k = m - Y, we define 
nk+1jdsm-rAJdj)=l and LI~+15d5m-rBAd,)=l. We also define 
rIk,&wi)= 1 and m&l B (k ) = 1, when 1 is the minimal element k j  
in {k,}. 
As in the proof of (2.4) and (2.5), without using the proof of 
Proposition 2.3, we can show that 
is surjective and 
x (z, “w))) 
+ Outcent((Z,[[], (z”), i@-‘)) = 1. 
I 
Therefore we have only to show that 
(7.1) 
Note that we have already shown that Outcent(n,(n, m, r, 0)) = 1 for any 
n, m, and r, by (2.4) (2.5), and (4.1). Since there are obvious isomorphisms 
r,(n, m, r, O)/(cF’ - 1) = n,(n - 1, m, r, 0), we get 
Outcent(T,(n, m, r, O)/(CF’ - 1)) = 1. 
Therefore we get (7.1), by (7.2), or by induction hypothesis. 
(7.2) 
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